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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2017
FSS004-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Consonants are ...... in number
2) I ...... coffee everyday
3) They are ready ....... the work.
4) ....... You will pass.
5) Be back ......
6) You ....... Loved me.
7) .............. is father of computer
8) TCP is ................
9) The World first Programmer is----------------.
10) Computer is an electronic.............
11) The word computer is comes from the word---------------
12) I_______ eaten food.
13) Shortcut key for paste is __________
14) Vowels are -------------------------
15) Computer can only understand ---------------- language.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define adverbs of degrees?
2) Define collective noun?
3) Define countable nouns?
4) Define uncountable nouns?
5) What is meant by plural number? Example:-
6) Adjective
7) Font
8) MS Excel
9) Attrib
10) computer
11) Write short notes on Super Computer
12) Explain any five functions in MS Excel
13) Define Mouse
14) Define Adjective?
15) Desk top

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Define phrase
2) Formal menu
3) Explain analog and hybrid computer
4) Edit
5) Print preview
6) Windows explorer
7) Characteristic of the computer
8) Explain in detail about Degrees of comparison?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write  all Internal Commands in dos  and explain it.
2) Explain 'Mail Merge'
3) How to create a new folder
4) Explain the keyboard
5) Write a letter to  the Superintendent of Police regarding  frequent  thefts in your Colony
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2017
FSS004-02   ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Ergonomics is also known  as ______________ in some country .
2) Which PPE should be worn by the worker while performing "Grinding"? ---------
3) _____________ planning may be needed for the semi shapes which   affect only in factory premises
4) The height top rail is to be _________ inches, plus or minus ______ inches
5) CFCI stands for ________
6) portable electrical lighting used in wet and /or other conducting location is to be operated as _______

volt or less.
7) Sound is the basic of  speech and is our main mode of _______________
8) ________________ Pollution means the excessive use and removal of a particular resource in a landscape

or soil.
9) ____________ is the term used to describe the general character of places weather during the course of a

year.
10) The flash point of Petrol is __________
11) _________ is a complex chemical process?
12) A mixture can be separated by __________ or __________ means into the substances.
13) MSDS stands for ______________.
14) Removal of free radicals is known as _____.
15) Fire truck with water tank is known as _____.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define Electromagnetic sensor?
2) Define vulnerability assessment?
3) Define lifting of loads?
4) Explain cost effectivenes method?
5) What are all the techniques to handled at time of risk?
6) List out some of the psychological sign of stress?
7) What is the main soil pollution?
8) What is the main water pollution?
9) How will you identify the hazard?
10) What is atom?
11) How the materials are handled in Industries and other places?
12) What is light hazard?
13) Define Injury?
14) What is Prime device?
15) How to improve the good lighting in work area?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the advantages of Good Housekeeping?
2) Explain the fundamentals of loss control?
3) Explain the health provisions according to the factories act?
4) List out some of the energy sources which require Lockout / Tagout?
5) Explain - electrical heat energy?
6) Write a short note Accident Investigation?
7) What are the hazards in excavation and write its control measure?
8) Define MSDS?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) What are the level of biohazards and its function?
2) Explain - Nuclear and radiation accidents?
3) Explain the fire fighting methods used in ship fire while approaching a port?
4) What are the types of metals inorganic effect on the body?
5) Explain how to prevent the occupational common injuries?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2017
FSS004-03   SAFETY IN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) The person working at a height of ___________ feet or more is considered at working at height.
2) In water jacket test, water pressure inside the tank will usually be __________
3) Regulation and guidelines were needed to address process which involved chemical at or above the

specified threshold quantity, and process which involve flammable liquids or gases on site and in one location in a quantity of ______ lbs are more.
4) Safety net should install more than ______ feet below the working surface.
5) HIMS stands for _______________.?
6) MATCH: 4=a) Slight Hazard.3=b) Moderate Hazard.2=c) Deadly Hazard1=d) Severe Hazard
7) Salt water can be used for testing any material hydrostatic Pressure Test. B.Pneumatic Test is done by

using Air ________
8) True/False.A).Electric current which alternatively changes its magnitude and direction  in a circuit. B)

Direct current which flows steadily with out any change in the magnitude and direction.
9) which of the following factor could cause a fall?
10) True/false.A).PFAS system must be attached to a guardrail system or to hoist B).The Body harness must be

rigged such that an employee can neither fall free more than 12 feet.
11) One Coulomb change is equivalent to the charge of _________ electron.
12) ............................. Is line or rope that steadies a high piece or structure by pulling against

an off center load.
13) The combustible range of Acetylene is ----------
14) ......... is an inclined spar, strut other long member supporting the hoisting tackle.
15) WLL stands for .......
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define firewalls?
2) How the materials are handled in Industries and other places?
3) Define Risk assessment?
4) How much time do you have before you make repairs to damaged/ worn portions of scaffolding?
5) Who has the authority to supervise the erection, movement, dismantlement or alteration of  scaffolding

equipment?
6) What is the definition of "High Voltage"?
7) What is the definition of "Low voltage"?
8) What are the mechanical activities?
9) Explain - plant alarm system?
10) How to determine the safe working load?
11) How the hand tools accidents can be analysed?
12) What are the hazards of portable power tools?
13) Define asbestos?
14) List out various hazards of electricity?
15) Name some electrical hazards?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain the main safety consideration before enter into confined space?
2) Explain central & state Activity committee?
3) Explain the importance of civil work in construction industry?
4) what are the hazards for excavation?
5) Explain team lifting and carrying?
6) Why the breathing apparatus is necessary for the person who entered into the confined space?
7) What are the common hazards are in the welding?
8) List the safety document in electrical work?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain Lockout and its procedure?
2) What are the main safety measures in belt conveyor system?
3) Define scaffold and it types of prevention methods and sketch?
4) What is a fire lift? How is it different from ordinary lift?
5) What are the steps to be satisfied by a good plant layout?


